Post-Shadow ~ DIVINATIONS
OCTOBER 18 – NOVEMBER 5, 2021
SHADOW Guidance
8 of Water ~ STAGNATION
Keywords:
Stagnation ~ Standstill ~ Energy Block ~ Worries ~ Listlessness & Sadness ~
Depression ~ Separation
Inner Message:
Nothing works, at least that’s how it seems right now. Because the free-flow of your
energy is blocked by tension, a prolonged inner stiffening, sadness arises along with
heaviness and feelings of oppression. Let go of your old, burdensome ideas of who
you have to be, or how you have to feel and live your life.
Outward Manifestation:
Struggling against the current of our inner life force seems to strengthen the ego for a
while, but in reality, we merely violate ourselves. If you refuse to pay attention to the
pressure that your unacknowledged feelings exert within you, the pressures in your
outer life will intensify. Sit quietly and let the energy knot soften within you. Move
your body, and allow your true feelings to come up to be dispersed. Then your vital
forces begin to flow again very quickly.

What needs to be Integrated & Better Expressed in your Libra Dept?
XI ~ Justice ~ LIFEFORCE
Keywords:
Ecstasy ~ Elation ~ Passion ~ Lust ~ Eros ~ Orgasmic Creativity ~ The Totality of
Feeling a Sense of Omnipotence
Inner Message:
If you allow yourself to be swept away by this wave of immense, divine power,
nothing will be impossible! The deepest meaning of this card goes beyond all
conventional ideas about joy, vitality, even rapture. It represents the source of all
these energies. This source is holy, for it surpasses the limits of every classification
created by the human mind. It is the profound understanding of our immortality as
spirit that causes us to become ecstatic. It is our wild, irrepressibly powerful nature
that grants us access to the state of ecstasy, if we develop the ability to recognize the
narrow confines of social conditioning and consciously transcend them.
Outward Manifestation:
Many are terrified of entering the state of ecstasy because what is generally valued
most highly is lost: mental control. At least in our society, control seems to be the
greatest virtue, while ecstasy, joy and a passionate appreciation of life in all its
movements is ridiculed. “The more controlled, the better” seems to be the fearful motto of mechanical man. However,
this card shows you a different way. By trusting your internal emotions toward ecstasy, you will gain surprising
insights into all sorts of situations, you will reach a higher perspective that remains unattainable in our ordinary, dull,
sleepy state of mind. The arising of this primal force within you gives you a chance to virtually move mountains of
mental and social inhibitions. Restlessly chattering thoughts subside. Your consciousness expands, and your being
finally gets a chance to let its energy flow unabashedly. In an ecstatic, orgasmic, free-falling and thus released state,
you are closest to the Great Mystery, the awesomeness of simply being alive.

HOW to do that: What Assistance do you have?
Daughter of Air ~ SELF-LIBERATION
Keywords:
Self-Liberation ~ Emancipation ~ Freedom-Loving Spirit ~ Awakening Intuition ~
Tuning into One’s Own Inner Power ~ Sometimes Confusion Between Thoughts &
Gut-Feelings
Inner Message:
Your inner amazon now wants to find a clearly defined direction. She refuses to stay
submissive. She insists on being fully herself, whatever it may cost. A profound
longing for your own inner truth demands your undivided attention. You are well on
the way to finding yourself.
Outward Manifestation:
With awareness and a little skill, you can steer the immense powers of your feminine
energies in a positive direction and understand their nature more deeply than ever.
First drop all negative judgments about your apparent shortcomings. Your energy
turns “acidic” when you insist on maintaining a fixed position with too much
vehemence. Wild mental horses will drag you away as long as you don’t know how
to tame them with love. So stay alertly flexible!

What can you NOURISH your New Ideas with going forward?
Ace of Water ~ FERTILITY
Keywords:
Fertility ~ Emotional Overflowing ~ Love ~ Fulfillment ~ Happiness ~ Gratitude ~
Connection to Source
Inner Message:
The Source of life is so juicy, it fertilizes everything. Since you are no longer intent
on being paralyzed by fears of separation, you are ready to get in touch with the lifespring inside you. Simply fall into the inner juiciness that wells up on its own accord,
as you will notice from now on. Allow all feelings to arise and dissolve. No judging
them! Feel them completely, without struggling to avoid or cling to them. Then there
will be harmony within and without.
Outward Manifestation:
Your feelings can flow much more freely now and consequently change your
lifestyle. By openly showing what you feel, you “speak” the magic words that open
countless doors. To admit your true feelings is to permit the exchange of the love that
everyone longs for. Your task is to keep the channels open so this nourishing energy
can flow. Just as the chalice filled with the life-juice will never be drained, a steady
stream of loving power flows through you ~ a never-ending stream of vital energies.

HOW to do that: What Assistance do you have?
Son of Earth ~ TRUST
Keywords:
Trust ~ Serenity ~ Being Considerate ~ Enjoyment ~ Love of Nature ~ Endurance ~
Earthiness ~ Faithfulness ~ Sometimes too Inflexible
Inner Message:
Complete Ripeness! The fruits of internal & external labor are yielding a bountiful
harvest. You are the beneficiary. Share this wealth with everyone. You will enjoy
your success even more if you include others!
Outward Manifestation:
Satisfying results are achieved. Your work is shaping up nicely. You have invested
your energy in a worthwhile manner. It is all right to be proud of yourself for once!
How else can one learn to appreciate what anyone has done? It is important to
acknowledge yourself for a job well-done. You have placed a seed into the ground
and faithfully tended to it. Nature’s power has allowed it to grow, and now you are
harvesting a ripe fruit. This image does not pertain to the physical plane alone.

What do you need to Explore, Experience & Express more of
or in different ways going forward?
Ace of Air ~ INSPIRATION
Keywords:
Inspiration ~ Divine Coincidence ~ Higher Insight ~ Natural Intelligence ~ Mental
Clarity ~ Intellectual Peak Performance
Inner Message:
The carousel of thoughts that spins around endlessly in your head with or without
your consent, now slows down enough to let higher inspirations come through to you.
By trusting hunches & inner revelations and faithfully acting on them, you are led to
your own true self quite easily. One of the greatest gifts is the state of serene
equanimity that follows a moment of inspiration. This experience gives you the
certainty that you are on the right track.
Outward Manifestation:
No time to waffle or compromise! Your new-found clarity enables you to discern
between what is needed & good and what is useless & inappropriate at this time.
Since you have found your inner balance, you can act decisively. Problems will be
assessed & solved much more easily from now on. Confidently make the decisions
you have thought about for a long time. The answers are now obvious.

HOW to do that: What Assistance do you have?
Son of Fire ~ COURAGE
Keywords:
Courage ~ Passion ~ Creativity ~ Vitality ~ Strength ~ Urge to Become Free ~
Young Love ~ Impetuosity that Leads to Confusion
Inner Message:
A gust of fiery energy, impetus like a summer wind, blows you away and tosses all
your preconceived ideas about yourself, and life in general, up in the air. The Son of
Fire is a powerful, steadily losing force that quickens your heart, rekindles your
flagging courage and compels you to move on. Be ready to take even the most
unusual developments in stride. This is a time where dreams come true.
Outward Manifestation:
With the power of this card you succeed without much effort. Your outer
circumstances are changing for the better. Obstacles to becoming creative in a new
area are removed. One of your deepest desires fulfills itself almost on its own. You
feel emboldened by a steadily growing confidence in your abilities. Know you can
manifest what you want with this sweepingly enthusiastic conviction.

What is General Guidance for Post-Shadow Period?
Father of Fire ~ CHARISMATIC VISIONARY
Keywords:
Charismatic Visionary ~ Will Power ~ Intensity ~ Pioneering Work ~ Striving for
Freedom ~ Bold Action ~ Motivation ~ Also Impatient & Sometimes Hasty,
Thoughtless Action
Inner Message:
Follow your inner vision while remaining true to your heart. Let your spirit dictate
every action! Risk being completely yourself. Despite all human frailty, you are now
able to gratefully acknowledge your many talents and use them to inspire other’s
participation in new projects.
Outward Manifestation:
Time to get cracking! A flaming inner energy is in search of a new, creative outlet.
You want to overcome your previous limitations and find new meaning in life. So
boldly go ahead and find a truly thrilling enterprise. Just make sure your actions are
not just compelling, but also in accordance with your integrity & common sense.

HOW to do that: What Assistance do you have?
X ~ Small Medicine Wheel ~ NEW BEGINNING
Keywords:
New Beginning ~ Promising Start ~ Change ~ Success ~ Outgoing Energy ~
Completed Cycle ~ Gratitude ~ A New Phase Begins
Inner Message:
Eagle hovers in the East of the Wheel. He is the totem – or power animal – that
furthers your spiritual growth and watches over your path. Coyote sits in the South of
the Wheel, reminding you of the innocence of your childhood days. As one of the
totem animals that help you develop trust, he teaches attentiveness to your feelings
and how to find inner balance. Bear is standing in the West of the Wheel. He knows
the answers to your deepest questions and points the way to your own truth. Buffalo
waits at the Northern Gate, symbolizing the all-encompassing wisdom. He teaches
what it means to give, as well as the significance of gratitude. The wings of the great
white Eagle span the entire circle. He is the Guardian of the Threshold, protector of
the sacred Medicine Wheel. The power of the Small Medicine Wheel will transport
you safely into the new phase of your life. It is an omen of good fortune and
fulfillment. It also points to a completion. Something old falls away painlessly. If you
listen to your inner being and trust your intuition, the new beginning will be like a resurrection. Which one of the four
totem animals speaks to you most clearly? Listen to its message, start to sense it within you now. You need not
verbalize it. Our deepest knowing needs no words.
Outward Manifestation:
An important lesson has been understood. Now something full of wonder will unfold. When a cycle has completed
itself, your energy field expands to encompass new things. Now you will learn to be more attentive to what develops
right from the start, thus gaining a higher perspective, and consequently finding yourself less occupied with superficial
things. Allow your consciousness to carry you into the dimension that wants to be explored as you cross the threshold.
This is an excellent time to push your work forward successfully, but on a new basis. The power of the Medicine
Wheel speaks to you from within, it helps you overcome obstacles and supports you all along the way.

What is support for Navigating in Public?
2 of Earth ~ CHANGE
Keywords:
Change ~ Allowing a Transformation ~ Attunement of Forces ~ Flowing Along with
Life ~ Non-Attachment ~ Easily Letting Go ~ Renouncing the Need to Complicate
Inner Message:
Once you are in harmony with yourself, life’s constant changes are experienced as
perfection in action. Then what is old naturally gives way to the new, and without
necessary struggle. Worries about your material security diminish as well. If you
don’t willfully interfere, the acceptance of changes becomes effortless and thrilling.
Outward Manifestation:
Every change, every passing, every turn-around in life potentially strengthens your
self-confidence. Both, ‘success & failure’ are great teachers. Today you are receiving
the ‘red carpet treatment’ ~ tomorrow someone else will. Not to identify too strongly
with either experience is genuine wisdom. This is earned by remaining alert,
consciously vigilant. Once you see through the game, you are free of it!

What is support for Navigating in Private?
Father of Air ~ MENTAL STRENGTH
Keywords:
Mental Strength ~ Intelligence ~ Clear Thinking ~ Astuteness ~ Focused Intention ~
Decisiveness ~ Quick-Witted Intellect ~ Sometimes being caught up in the head.
Inner Message:
Trust your perceptiveness! You know better than anyone what is right for you and
what is not. Stop avoiding a matter that can be cleared up easily with a few insightful
words. You have the mental and spiritual strength to make positive changes right
now. Focus your mental powers on a ‘merger’ with your heart. Then your heart will
give your intellect two evenly balanced wings!
Outward Manifestation:
Now use your intelligence to consciously pursue some genuinely fulfilling goals.
You have the verbal skills and mental sharpness to get what you want. But it is no
longer enough to outwit others for your own gain. You are ready to employ your
considerable mental prowess in a more conscious and respectful manner. Your
passionate desire to do what is good and right for all will be gratefully acknowledged
by those who grudgingly admire you.

